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2

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

The meeting will be.in order.

3

The Commission meets this morning to discuss the

4 proposed full power license for Sequoyah Unit 2.
Since it.has become my custom in recent times to

5

6 make an early, in a meeting,

disabu~al

of folks who may come

7 expecting things to.happen and have to wait all the way

8 through .the meeting for:things to happen, let me inform you
9 that the very recent arrival of the proposed tech specs, an
10 object of not inconsiderable merit and weight, that the
11 Commission offices.have left at least one of us unable to
12 digest in the time overnight and unable to vote this
13 morning, and I have therefore a request that we discuss this
1~.matter,

but postpone a voting session until probably early

15 next week.
16

It.has been my custom in the chair over the best

17 part of four years ,to respect that kind of request from a
18 Commissioner, in good part because on occasion I
19 receive reciprocal favors.

expect to

And I will therefore not ask for

20 a vote this morning.
21

Now, those who.came only to be delighted by the

22 spectacle of voting Commissioners may have 30 seconds to
23 hotfoot it out of the room, following which the rest of us
24 will hear from the staff on the matter of the Sequoyah 2
25 license.

And I expect indeed that this morning's meeting

.
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3

1 will provide the substantive discussion for the Commission
2 of those matters that the staff briefs us on and other

3 matters that Commissioners want to act upon, and that then
4 early next week, after we have all had a chance to scan
5 through the tech specs, we·will have another meeting, which
6 I wouldn•t be .. surprised if: it is somewhat briefer, since it
7 will have relatively.few subjects.

And I think then the

a

Commission will be ready and prepared to.vote on the full

9

po~er

license.

10

So, having thus delighted some, outraged others, I

11 turn I guess -- Ed, you.have the lead on the table.

Please

12, go ahead.
13

MR. CASE:

Yes, sir.

We are here today to support

14 our recommendation that a full power license be issued to
15 Sequoyah Unit 2.

The detailed basis for our recommendation

16 of course was given in the supplemental safety evaluation,
17 the license, the draft.license and tech specs we issued
18 earlier this week, but unfortunately not early enough.this
19 week.·
20

We are prepared for the project manager, Carl

21 Stahle,· to- make a brief presentation highlighting the more
22 important issues that are covered in the staff SER on the

23 license.

His presentation will include a discussion of the

24 resolution of those Unit 2 full power items that were open
25 at the time of the·licensing of Unit 1.

In other words, we
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4

will bring you up to date on those matters.
2

He will also briefly discuss the results of the

3 TVA SALP review, SAlP meaning systematic assessment of
4 licensing performance, and other items in this area which
5 are related to the qualifications of the Unit 2 operating
6 staff.

7

To assist in those areas we have members of the

8 Office of Inspection and Enforcement here today, principally

9 Don Quick, sitting at my right from Region 2.

Both resident

10 inspectors are also here, and headquarters, I&E headquarters
11 staff.
12

Carl also will cover answers to some questions

13 that Commissioner Gilinsky has raised in recent weeks
14 concerning Sequoyah 2.

With that brief introduction, Carl,

15_whr don't you go ahead.
16

(Slide.)

17

KR. STAHLE1

The agenda for this morning's meeting

18 is shown on the first slide.

By way of introduction, let me

19 make a few comments to set the stage for our discussion.
20

First, we recognize that both units are alike and

21 therefore both the basic SER and the supplements 1 through 5
22 are pertinent to both units.
23 number 5 is:

The purpose of supplement

one, to update our evaluations on the TMI

24 issues to conform with our NUREG-0737; secondly, to resolve
25 other non-TMI issues that·require resolution for licensing
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5

7ni t

2.

2

Two other things in the supplement 5.

One is

3 already mentioned: .the summarization of the supp report
4 carried out by the Region 2 office; and secondly some
5 comments on a recently published report by Sandia called
6 RSSMAP, that is, reactor safety study methodology
7 applications program.

a
9 interest.

Today we will.cover several principal items of
The first item·on Unit 2, shown on the next

10 slide.
11

(Slide.)

12

Unit 2 considerations.that were left open at our

13 previous discussion.worth mentioning are the possible loss
14 of the intake structure for the essential raw cooling· water,
15 called ERCW.

At that.time there were two aspects of this

16 that we had not fully.reviewed.
17

One was the potential barge collision.to.the

18 intake structure as a result of traffic coming upstream; and
19 secondly, the question of the ERCW settlement, that is,
20 certain markers had been damaged during construction and
21 there was a deqree of uncertainty on the settlement that may
22 have occurred in the ERCW piping.
23

With respect.to the barge, back to the second

24 slide again.
25

{Slide.)
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1

We.recognized and·we began to look at this, the

2 probability aspects of determining collisions from upstream
3 traffic were not completely satisfactory, and so we
4 conducted a site visit and discussions with the Coast Guard
5 people to assure us that there was a high degree of
6 confidence that.colli.sions of upstream.traffic were not
7 possible with the intake structure.
0

8

There is a·picture in the SER supplement 5 which

9-is a poor one but I

thought you might be interested in

10 quickly looking at this, at these aerial photos here, that
11 provide an excellent picture of the intake structures.
12 that the traffic

com~ng

Note

downstream from.the Chickamauga Lake

13 is adequately protected·by the berm.

The questions remain

14 about traffic coming up the stream. The settlement in the
15 piping coming from.the intake structure.
16

You will note both issues in the SER are resulted

17 to our satisfaction.
18

Let me talk now about the non-TM! major ongoing

19 efforts.

Next slide.

20

(Slide.)

21

The first of which is RSSMAP.

This report was

22 published in February of 1981, officially published, this
23 report, and its results had been known to TVA and others for
24 quite a while and·so its results have been factored into the
25 design of the Sequoyah units.

However, we felt it was of
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1 genera1·interest and importance to make comments on this

2 report and therefore we included it into our supplement
3 num.ber

s.
It is worth noting the overall conclusion from

4

5 this report states that:

"The public risk resulting from a

6 typical pressurized· water reactor with an ice condenser
7 containment is expected to be similar to that of a dry
8 containment."
Nov, there were six

9

findin~s

identified in the

10' report.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY&

11

What's the date of that

12 report?

MB. STAHLE:

13

February 1981.

This is the first of

14 a series of reports.that Sandia will be performing in this
15

area.

Sequoyah was: taken as a typical ice condenser p1ant

16

for study.

The basis of the study over the last several

17 years was the early versions ·of the FSAR drawings and
18

comments.

The report, however, did not include, as I will

19 discuss a little la~er, the impact of TMI.
20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Did you say the report was

21 .taken into.account?

22

MR. STAHLE:

It did not

well, it took into

23 account the early design versions of Sequoyah 1 and 2, based
24 on early versions.
25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

The report is based on
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1 early design?
MR. STAHLE:

2

Yes, information as applied under the

3 FSAR 's.

MR. EISENHUT:

4

5 also.

And in fact it goes the other way,

Since the study was under way for the last couple of

6 years and since the early results were coming out early
7 enough in the process, some of the considerations and

8 results of.the study were in fact factored into the plant.

9 Now, of course if the result concluded major problems with
10 these structures, for example, those could not be factored
11 in.
However, Carl will be mentioning, of the six major

12

13 conclusions that~ame·out a couple did relate to
14 considerations that were then.taken into account in the
15 design.

So that the sequence that is evaluated in the

16 RSSMAP.report is in fact effectively reduced in
17

probability.

18

It is the story of when you do studies and when

19 you are really

looking·~or,

is there a problem in the plant,

20,if you find a problem, that problem gets fixed before the
21 final design is there.
22 diminished.
23 reviews.

So the problem in effect is greatly

rt•s sort of like what the staff does in its

If we find real:problems, we try to get them taken
)

24 care of early in the process.
25

MR. STAHLE:

Let me touch on this.

The next
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1

s1ide, please.

2

(Slide.)

3

Again, the Sandia report was officia1ly published

4 in February 1981.

The resu1ts had been known for quite a

5 while to.the staff, and of course particularly to TVA, since
6 they quite actively followed the progress of this report.
J

COMMISSIONER GilINSKY:

7

Could you tel1 us which

a.were the· two items, the, two findings. that resulted in design
9 changes?
KR. STAHLE:

10
11

in the report, and we have discussed these in our suppiement

12 number
13

There were six conclusions arrived at

s.

The first. conc1usion was. related to the drain

plugs that are in the Sequoyah units.

Drain plugs must.be

14 removed and kept removed in order that, in the event of an
15 accident, the water from. the spray can. go down to the. lower
16 compartment and.into the sumps.

Were these plugs in place,

17 it would cause some difficulty in the water returning to the
18 sumps for pumping back to the spray system.
19

Nov, that matter.had been recognized a long time

20 ago, several years in fact.
21

22

That.was one.

Our tech specifications have

reflected this, and·also discussed-here in our SER.
The second conclusion, which is conclusion number

23 3.here, with respect to the isolation valves, high pressure
24 to low pressure.

This.was recognized quite early by the

25 staff and TVA, and we. have a very rigid technical
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specification that controls the integrity and leakage rate
2 for these isolation valves.
So with respect to two of the findings, from the

3

4 point of view of design modifications these have been taken

5 care of for quite a while for both unitso
6

Now, TVA's responses to this report were generally

7 favorable.

a

They certainly agreed with the general

conclusion that an ice condenser plant is in terms of risk

9 to the public.about equivalent to any other dry
10 containment.

And they certainly agreed to the two

11 conclusions that I've already mentioned, and on the others
12 they .have generally agreed, too.
13

From the staff's point of view, we feel that the

14 six conclusions or findings accurately summarize the.results
15 of the study.
16

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

First of all, did I

17 understand you to say that the study essentially did not
18 take TMI into account?
19

MR. STAHLE&

It did not.

20

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

How much is that

21 conclusion really worth, then, since most of the questions
22 about ice condensers could arise directly .from a hydrogen
23 burn during the TMI accident?
24

25 view.

MR. STAHLE:

It has no value from that point of

It had value certainly from the point of view of the
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...-..

1 two design modifications that have been mentioned.

Dr.

2 Murley I think will comment on that.
3

MR. MURLEY&

Maybe I can clarify a little bit.

4 The purpose behind the whole RSSMAP.operation was started
5 about three years ago to· identify differences in.containment
6 designs, because the way.the containment failed and the time
7 of failure was found to be a significant -- had a

a

significant impact on risk in the reactor safety study.

9

So as a result they picked an ice condenser· plant

10 and I think a BWR Mark 3, with a Mark 3.containment, and a
11 large dry containment, and there was another plant I can't
12~remember.

But anyway, they took four plants, and the notion

13 was to do kind of a quick study-through, not start from
14· scratch like

WASH~1400,

but a quick study to find out·of

15 there are any outliers.
16

And just coincidental, -the report happens to . come

17 out at this time.

It was not done as part of the license

18 process for Sequoyah.
19

I think T.have to correct a statement.

Insofar

~s

20 they considered containment failure by hydrogen burn, they
21 did take that into account.

And they found, of the six

22 conclusions that they had, one can say roughly that three of
23 the features of an ice condenser plant might lead to a
24 higher risk than the Surry plant, which is a large dry
25 containment; two features of the ice condenser led to lower
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risk; and one was about the same.
2

Of the three· that led to a higher risk, Carl. said

3 they £ixed two.

The third one had to do with the ice

4 condenser containment itself, and they concluded that ·in the
5. event of a core melt it was more likely to fail due to
6 either overpressure or.hydrogen burn than the large dry
7 containment, which are logical conclusions.
8

So in that sense they did take into account the

9 T!I conclusions.

But when they integrated all these pluses

10 and minuses, they concluded that the risks were about the
from Surry

11 same from large dry containment -- excuse me

12 versus Sequoyahr given.the.ground rules that they used the
13 same methodology.
14

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Can you give me examples

15 of the pluses?
16

MR. HURLEY:

Yes.

The pluses.have to do with,

17 they have a.more reliable AC emergency power supply system
18 at Sequoyah.

That is very plant-specific.

And therefore

19 the probability of a core melt due to loss of offsite power
20 and diesel generators was lower for Sequoyah than it was for
21 Surry.
22
23 mode.

There is another one that gets into an esoteric
It is described in the SER.

It has to do with the

24 unique design of the emergency cooling system.

It is a

25 little more reliable, I believe, in Sequoyah than in Surry.
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1

I'd have to get into a fair amount of detail.

2

COMMISSIONER BRADFORDi

What you are really saying

3 is not that the two different types of containment are about
4 equal, but that the plants taken as a whole -5

MR. MURLEY;

Exactly.

6

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

7

MR. EISENHUT:

Okay.

The six items are identified on

8 page 24-1 and 24-2 • . We just reiterated the items right out
9 6f the RSSMAP study.

You can see which ones produce, as Tom

10 said, a higher value and those that they concluded do.not
11

appear to be as- significant a contributor as it was in.the

12 Surry case.

And of the two, I guess the two that are directly

13
14

amenable to fixing, that is the blockage from the upper to

15 the lower chamber and then what was referred to as event16 tree, the check valve sequence or the isolation sequence,

17 both of those.have been addressed in Sequoyah and.have been
18

taken into account in the tech specs.
MR. STAHLE:

19

Last but not least, to make note here

20 of the fact that TVA has under way a study.

This is a

21 full-scale nuclear plant safety and availability analysis

22 using a different methodology than Sandia used in its
23 report.

And this study I understand will be ready some time

24 at the end of this year, and they will make it available.to
25 us.

And as we indicated in our license and SER,· within six
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1.months from the submitta1 by the Kingman Sciences
2 Corporation the study wi11 be availab1e to us for general
3 use.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

4

What is that, a

5 probabi1ity type study?
6

MR. STAHLE:

I will have to ask Dr. Murley.

7

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

What sort of a study is

8 it?
MR. MURLEY;

9

10 it.

Again, I am not totally familiar with

It's a different kind of methodology.

It's a so-called

11 success oriented probabilistic assessment, and they will
12 look in more detail.than RSSMAP did at.certain sequences
13 that were found to be high dominant accident sequences.

We

14 wi11 look at that and review it.
15

MR. STAHLE:

Back to the previous slide, and this

16 dealing with the environmental qualifications,
17 safety-related equipment.
18

(Slide.)

19

Let me just highlight what we identified in the

20 report:

One, the preliminary results were provided May

21.15th, 1981, and TVA responded in two letters, reports, May
22 26th and 28th, that appropriate corrective actions have been
23 taken of the staff items and corrected if Unit 2.
24 The staff has completed its review, which confirms the
25 preliminary results were accurate.

No further items need
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1 immediate corrective action.

Now, within 90 days, of

2 course, a documentation of missing qualification information
3 and so forth must be submitted by TVA consistent with our

4 date of June 1982.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5

Carl, in looking at SER No.

6 4,.are those' letters that you just referred to, what was
7

call•~

in the SER No. 4, results of investigations to be

a.provided to the staff in May of '81?
9

MR. STAHLE:

The information on the program has

10 just come in. You are referring.to supplement number 4 at
11 this moment?
12

13 4.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE'

Riqht, supplement number

It said that what will be provided in May will be

14 improved ca1cu1ational methods, confirmatory tests on
15 selected equipment, exposed hydrogen burns and new
16 calculations to predict the differences between environments
17 and temperatures.
18

Was that provided?
Are you in the ~urvivability from

MR. CASE:

19 hydrogen fire?
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

21

MR. CASE:

Yes.

He is talking about environmental

22 qualifications in general -- steam and temperature.
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

24

MR. CASE'

25

MR. STAHLE:

And he will get to that?

He will get to the other one, yes.
I

We have to differentiate between the
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1 two.
2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Could you characterize the

3 situation as far as environmental qualifications

go

by

4 indicating -5

6 industry.

MR. CASE:

They are in step with the.rest of the

They have replaced any components that needed

7 immediate replacement.

Th~y.have

submitted to us a program

8 for qualifying equipment that they cannot justify through
9 present records as to qualification.by June of '82.

We have

10 gone over it, added to that our additions where we were not
11 clear.
12

They.have looked at that and concluded that the

13 plant can safely operate with taking into account the
14 staff's view, and they are embarked on their program-for
15 meeting the June '81 date.
,16

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: ·what fraction of the items

17 fall into that category, do you know?
18

MR. ·cASEi

I don't know.

I'm sure Dick does.

I

.19 don't think it is very different.
20

!R. VOLLMER:

It is similar to other plants.

21 Probably if you vere to look at the safety evaluation report
22 on that, there is a large number of pages that have
23 deficient qualifications, as in other plants, that have been
24 approved for the NTOL process.
25 of providing documentation.

These lay primarily in areas

There hasn't been an adequate
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1 justification of margins.

In most cases the staff believes

2 that where qualification is not acceptable, the licensee has
3 taken action to remove or replace or repair, and in those
4.cases where·additional testing.may be required or additional
5 justification that the Licensee would be able to provide
6 that on a 90-day schedule.
7

Now if yoa at the actual listing of item· by item,

8 you.will find, you know, many things like page after page of
9_hand switches that do· not have the full qualification
10 requirements, information is on the way, and staff did not
11 believe necessarily that these mean that they will not meet
12 the service duty for-which they are intended.
13

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

What is i t that needs to

14 be done 90 days from now?
15

MR. VOLLMER:

90 days from now the Licensee is

16 going to provide details on either additional qualification
17 information or additional documentation, or else a more
.~

18. detailed justification for continued operation of the plant
19 based on the staff's identification of two things:

one, the

20 service environment for which we believe the equipment needs
21 to be

qu~lified;
.

and secondly, NUREG-0588 guidelines, and

22 secondly to provide us additional details based on test
23 reports or analysis or similarity evaluations that show that
24 our· list of items, either the deficiency doesn't exist or
25 that piece of equipment or item need not operate only, for
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1. example, for two.minutes into the accident and therefore it
2 doesn•t.have to be qualified for an hour, or whatever the
3 case may be, until eventually the full qualifications are
4 reached in June of •02.
5

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

6 June of '82?

Now, what has to happen by

Does all of this have to be cleared up by

7 then?
8

MR. VOLLMER:

June of '82, in accordance with

9 CLI-80-21, they.have to meet fully the requirements of the
10 OR guidelines or NUREG-5088, depending on which plant they
11 are, that's correct.
12

--

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

And does this and other

13 plants look like it's'on its way to meeting that deadline?
14

MR. VOLLMER:

As far as I can tell, they are

15. mightily trying.
16

MR~

CASE:

There is a considerable

sentim~nt.that

17 they cannot be_met.
18

COMMISSIONER GILIHSKY:

That's what I'm trying to

19 get at.
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

That•s not unique to

21 Sequoyah.
22

MR. VOLLMER:

That is general.

They don•t_know if

23 they can fully demonstrate by testing compliance with the
24 guidelines that we have imposed by that date.
25

Now, number two, in order for us to be satisfied
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after· the 90-day report comes in, we will be looking at
2 things that· are perhaps not fully qualified, but for.other
3 reasons, for example that they only need to operate for a
4 few minutes into the accident.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

5

Why is this 90-day period

6 necessary after a rather lengthy licensing process?

MR. CASE:

7

a

It's sort of a shakedown of the list of

things that have to be done.

This is a tremendous job of

9 identifying all the equipment and identifying the service
10

conditions that it has to meet, getting agreements on both

11

sides of the table, yes, this is the list, yes, these· are

12 the service conditions.

And then in this period of time

13

they are going to, after we reach that kind of agreement how

14

they are going to.get out of the hole that they are in,

15 eith~r by further qualification or by replacement or an

16 argument that it is only needed for two minutes.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

17

18

Does this apply to both

units?

19

MR. CASE: · Yes.

20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I see.

So this 90-day

21 period covers both Sequoyah --

22

MR. VOLLMER:

90 days after receipt of our SER,

23 which I believe has gone out.
24

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

25

MR. VOLLMER:

Yes.

It also covers Unit 1?

The 90 days after we get their
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1 response to our 90-day item, we will review that, and if we
2 agree that their action is entirely appropriate then we
3 could

qo

forward with, say, a confirmatory order to say, we

4 agree to do.it on this schedule and to replace these parts
5 and everything is fine.
If .we. don't agree with something, we could take

6

7 different action, which will require them to achieve

a

compliance as ve see necessary for both· interim operation

9 and June of- '82 operation.

MR. CASE:

10
11 90-day

respo~ses

And it is when we get to review those

and presumably based on what.we have heard,

12 a lot of requests for extensions beyond the June 1, '82,
13

date,:we~will

14 the

Commiss~on

have to come back to the Commission, because
established that date in its order, and get

1&:your views as to what should be done about it.
16

MR. EISENHUT:

From what I've heard from the

17·industry, I don't.know of one plant that is saying they are
18 going to be able to meet the June 30 date, because remember,
19 that was to have the job completely finished, have
20 everything in the plants upgraded.

I think we just really

21 underestimated the job, as did the industry.

And it is

22 turning out that the industry is coming back across many
23 plants that I think are really trying and saying, this is
24 not a job that is in.the tens of man-years, it's much larger
25 than that.

So it's a major job to upgrade everything.to the
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21

1 proper pedigree.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

2

This isn't the place to

3 plumb it in great detail, but I find it, the proposition
4 that no one is going to meet the deadline, pretty
5 surprising.

Except for the aging requirements, I.would have

6 said that most of the-rest was implicit in.the general
7 design.criterion and the regulations all along.
MR. EISENHUT: . If I made the caveat, except for

8

9 aging, I may agree that some of them are.
10 required.

But aging.is

So when you take all the requirements, this is

11 going to be a great,difficulty.

Even after we finish the

12 re-evaluation and after everyone agrees that this is what
13 will be required in.the plant, they still have to go out and
14 get the equipment and then get the-- equipment installed.
15 Quite •
16

bit of that equipment takes a plant shutdown.
If you look at it, it's a period of a year.

It's

17 just a major undertaking.
18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Is aging the major.sticking

19. point?
20

MR. EISEMHUT:

I think so, but there are certainly

21 others.
22

MR. VOLLMER:

There are certain pieces of

23 equipment that are common to many plants which are
24 questionable whether or not.the full qualification,
25 documented qualification will be achieved.

Each piece of
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1

equipment manufactured over the period of times.that are in

2 service in nuclear plants have many different model
3 numbers.

It is a very -- we are talking about thousands of

4 items that we are asking to be qua1ified to a large number
5 of service conditions,·including aging.
6

And ihether or not all of these wil1 be pinned

7 down by that time, as we said, looks very unlikely.

I think

a aging_is .one·of the big ones, but there may be some se1ected
9 pieces -COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

10
11

thousands of items per plant?
MR. VOLLMER:

12
13

You're talking about

Well, not thousands.

There are

thousands of pieces per plant and when you break them down

14 into -- for example, using Sequoyah as an example,
15

if .you go

into-the Sequoyah SER, you will·find page after page of.hand

16 switches, for example, in different parts of a plant that
17 have deficient -- are deficient in qualification.
18

So when you talk about the individual plant items

19 and pieces of equipment, it gets very large.
20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

21 items, at least as I

22

About the total number of

remember --

MR. VOLLMER:

The total number of items as we_have

23 generally characterized them are on the order of 1-00 or 200
24 per plant.
25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

And then several pieces of
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1 equipment per category, so that gives.you several.hundred
2 items, several.hundred pieces?
MR. VOLLMER:

3

There may be.hundreds of hand

4 switches of a given item, and maybe multiply.that to get
5.your.thousands.
6

MR. EISENHUT:

7

CO!!ISSIONER GILINSKY:

a

200 types of equipment.
I thought they were

something like a dozen per type, but you are saying there

9 are more?
10

MR •. VOLLMER:

11 many are plant specific

In some.cases there are more.
c~nfigurations,

And

too, where they put

12 the various items, where they put their limit switches and
13 things of that nature.

You can get a large multiplier on a

14 given little item, a microswitch or something like that.
Then when you look across the industry, this plant
16 represents one NSSS, one AE, one set of equipment.

You look

17 across.the industry,·of course, and you're coming up with a
18 lot more when you different manufacturers, older models of a
19 given piece of equipment and things like that, which there
20 may.have been design changes or improvements along the way.
21 So you get into a very large number.
22

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

If what we are talRing

23 about were something that were consciously a backfit,
24 comparable to a water level indicator in the core," I would
25 find i t easier to understand.

But i t seems that what you
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1 are saying is for the entire industry they will not be able
2 to show that by June 1 of '82 that they have met a set of
3 requirements most of which were implicit in our rules and
4:licensing process, or so I thought, all along.

MR. VOLLMER:

5

I think it is the changing of

6.implicit to.explicit that_ has really· been.the problem.

And

7 granted, we.have come out.with things that I think are quite

a

reasonable in definition of what our implicit:requirements

9 are.

But we are certainly not only requiring them to.meet

10 them,· but we vant documented evidence that they meet them.
11 And in many cases that.creates a different.set of problems.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: ·sut the aging was new.

12
13

That_wa~

14

not implicit.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Yes.

If the answer were

15 that.the aging was the only thing that was causing the
16 trouble, then I would agree that it is more in the backfit
17 category.

But it doesn't sound as though that's the case.

18 Qualification always should include qualification of the
19 documentation.
20

MR~

VOLLMER&

But in many cases, by analogy, by

21 not -- in some cases I think in the older plants, there was
22 not in all cases a rigid environmental test, particularly
23 for.the periods of time which we are askirtg for, that the
24 equipment survive,. say in steam and.temperature.
25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

There was a time when the
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1

instrument engineer·wou1d be asked about a controller or

2 something like that, do you think this is qualified for
3 accident environment, and so he·wou1d sit down and look at
4 the contro1ler,·look at what he knew of perhaps some tests
5 that_ had been done on a simi1ar model,. and he would.say,
6 yes,.in my.judgment this thing ought to stand up to the
7 accident conditions.

So good.

But nov:we:want certified test papers and sort of

8

9 pedigrees of that kind.of the specific model.

There is an

10 enormous difference, then, especially when you have to go
11

back and try to reconstruct the process·by which the stuff

12

was se1ected.

13

that.would fill.the current need and therefore we have to go

You know, is there a set of papers somep1ace

14 either test or replace.

It just. get_s to be a· great amount of detailed

15
16. work.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

17
18

If what were·being said is

that the early plants were the· ones having a prob1em, then I

19 guess I

vou1dn't be that surprised.

But it seems as though

20 even the newest ones and the newest ones for some time to
21

22

come are in a similar fix.
KR. STAHLE:

If I may go on, the next item is fire

23 protection. · We state the fire protection for the Sequoyah
24 units is adequate at the present time since it meets our
25 guidelines in Appendix A to our branch technical position or
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1 _provides adequate interim measures and a1so meets GDC 3.
2 Also, we state that TVA has agreed

to accept a license

3 condition to give us a report by October 1st,. 1981, which

4 identifies and justifies any

differe~ces

between the fire

5 protection features required by Appendix R and those

6 currently provided.

Also, our SER Says there are two other items that

7

a must
9 ERCW.

be corrected, one of which is the modifications t6 the

I understand these measures, modifications, are

10 fini.shed, sti.11 awaiting If.E veri.fication.

In the interim,

11 however,. they-will maintai.n a fire watch to ensure that
12 there is no·problem from a fire protection point of vi.ew.

And the other item which our review· found that not

13
14

meets our standards are the ceiling panels in the control

15 room.

These need replacement.

TVA has agreed to do so and

16 they will be in prior to exceeding five percent power level

17 at.the Sequoyah Unit 2.

18

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

19 after October 1st?

Let's see.

What happens

They owe you the Appendix·R analysis?

20

MR. STAHLE:

Yes.

21

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

With justifications of

22 deviations?

23

MR. STAHLE:

Yes.

24

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD.c

Do you then review that

I

25 and see whether or not you accept the.justification?
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MR. STAHLE:

Yes.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: .Do you expect

2

3 modifications in the fire protection requirements after
4 October 1st?
5

MR. CASE•

Probably, some.

6

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Do those get imposed

7 through the license?
KR. CASE:

8

No, that would have to be imposed

9 through some separate action, either through voluntary

10 agreement by TVA or an order.
MR. EISENHUT:

11

The other principal features on

12 fire protection go into the tech specs.

That's how we are

13 handling them on all.the operating plants where the
14 principal issues come up.
15 go into the tech specs.

They flow out of our review, they
So as Ed said, it would take

16 another, some form of proposal from the utility perhaps that
17.he wants to change his tech specs.

There are a lot of

18 different vehicles to incorporate these nice good things.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

19

The existing program is

20 described somewhere in the tech specs, is it?

That's the

21 problem?
MR. CASE:

22

23 say.

Yes, that's what Darrell is trying to

The branch technical position program, the essential

24 parts or the essential parts are tech specs.

Right,

25 Darrell?·
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1

MR. EISENHUT:

2

MR. CASE:

That's right.

For instance, the size of the fire

3 brigade, those kinds of things.
4

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

5 least Salem
6
7 so.
8

after~-

Is it comparable to at

at the time of .license issuance?

!R. EISENHUT:

Is Sequoyah

~omparable?

I think

But I'd rather have Dick Vollmer verify that.
MR. VOLLMER:

9 affirmative.

I believe the answer to that is

I also believe.that the staff has gone over

10 and taken a look at the Sequoyah review which was done a
11 couple· of years ago, as Salem was, and.taken another look at
12 it, and feel that there will probably not be a great many
13.modifications that would need to be made to achieve
14 technical compliance with Appendix R,.not literal btit
15 technical, because in the case of Sequoyah they did have a
16 good fire interaction analysis of the plant itself that were
11·used in a couple of cases as a model for our own review
18 because it was a pretty thorough job.
19

And their fire interaction analysis and their

20 looking at the plant to see where potential fire hazard
21 areas exist, that coupled with the·

~ech'spec

requirements

22 that assure operability of detection equipment, sprays,
23 sprinklers, and the water systems and all that; and one
24 final item that wasn't.mentioned is a requirement in the
25 tech specs that an audit be conducted, three types of
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1 audits:

one on the program or· procedures every two years; a

2 yearly audit on implementation of the program by in-house
3 people; and a three-year audit by outside experts of the
4 program implementation, which I think was to sort of
5 integrate and assure compliance over.the long haul of the
6 fire protection program.
7

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD&

Have you or has

I~E

or

a.have you jointly done the kind of review that uncovered the
9 problem at Salem, the problem area at Salem?
10

MR~

CASE;

11 in the: recent past.

Not in.the sense of a team site visit
One was made incident to the earlier

12 fire protection review, but not recently.
13

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

The team visit at Salem

14 actually came a-fter the realization that there were some
15 problems.
16

MR. CASE;

Yes, that's right.

17

MR. VOLLMER:

We did a team visit.

We usually do

18 detailed team visit at about the.time when 90 percent of the
19 cable is pulled at.the plant.

We choose that because it is

20 hopefully far·enough along the line of review that most of
21 the potential fire material that might be put between cable
22 trays has already been in place and we can get a good
23 visualization of where equipment and cables are.
24

We

d~

a detailed review with electrical people,

25 fire protection people, and that was done at Sequoyah.
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COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

1

What review was it at

2 Salem that discovered the one area?
MR. CASE:

3

It was more a paper review of what was

4 said two years ago and what.has.happened since.

There

5 wasn't comp1ete satisfaction on Salem that what has happened
6 since was what we would normally expect to happen.
We did the same sort of paper review here of what

7

8 has happened.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

9

And that part is all

10

right.

11

there were all of the redundant systems just ran too close

12

together?

What was it that uncovered that?
MR. CASE;

13

14

But what about.the particular problem of Salem where

The one cable that went for the

alternate system that --

15

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

16

MR. CASE•

That was just an implementation of

17

looking at what was done review.

18

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

19

20

Yes.

You picked that up off the

paper?
MR. CASE:

21 down and looking.

We picked it up at Salem from going
Now the only way that could have been

22 picked up here is.through the IE, and I doubt they looked at
23 everything, but in their audit, looking at the24 implementation that TVA.had done, could conceivably have
25 picked up the same thing.
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1

Don, do you want to talk about what you didh't do

2 there?
3

KR. VOLLMER:

If you will recall at Salem, the

4 discussion that we had a couple of weeks ago, that item that
5 was picked up had not gone through the licensee's own design

6 verifications.

so:if he had done a.correct job as he went

7 throuqh that process it should have been picked up.

So it

a.was really a design error that had.gone.through the QA
9 process up· to.that point.
10

Most of the other things were implementation,

11 differences· between .. the then and now criteria •.
12

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

13 fire protection
14

Has I&E in fact done a

r~view?

KR'. QUICK:

I&E has done a fire protection review

15 on a sample basis, obviously, which is the way_ our
16 inspection program is set up.

There was one particular item

17 that related to cable separation that was uncovered and is
18 being carried as an unresolved item and a condition of the
19;lieense in attachment 2.

It had to do with the cable that

20 -- or cable separation between the positive displacement
21 charging pump and one of the centrifugal charging pumps.
22

That has been stabilized and corrected at this

23 point, but the post-corrective action inspection.has not
24 been accomplished.

We are informed that the work has been

25 accomplished.
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COMMISSIONER,BRADFORD:

1

So it's carried as an

2 unresolved issue pending the inspection?
MR. QUICK:

3

Pending the post-implementation

4 inspection, yes.
MR. STAHLE:

5

The next item, let's move to the two

6 slides, please -- I'm sorry,_ we can.stay with this one.
He

T

d~

have exemptions.here that are identified in

8 our.supplement number 5.

We re-examine compliance with

9 GDC-57, which deals •ith containment isolation, and we find
10 that.exemptions are needed here due to the deficiencies.
11

We

found-that.there are one-inch chemical feed lines that: exist

12 on the four main feedwater iines and two on.the auxiliary
13

feedwater·lines to the steam generators which are without

14 appropriate isolation valves.

The staff has reviewed this matter very carefully

15

16 and has determined that the current check valves are
17 adequate as an intetim measure and would be adequate·until
18

the next refue1ing,_whereby.the permanent corrections will

19 be made.

On this basis, we think we can move forward.

20

The other exemption identified in the supplement

21 is.Appendix

providing some further relief here on the

J~

22 current seal leakage testing, which we have identified and
23 spelled out for airlock testing.
24 items we have

i~entified

These are the only two

here in our re-examination based on

25 our Sequoyah 2.
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Just a minor question.

2 the Appendix J waiver, is that a problem?

On

It sounds similar

3 to.what other plants would. have.
4

MR. STAHLE:

Yes.

5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Is that something that

6 somewhere in the system is.working up a rule change?
7

MR. STAHLE:

It's been somewhere in the system for

8 many. years.
9

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE;

We do it in almost every plant,

10 and about once a year I ask, where is the rule change.

And

11 there seems to be some difficulty and I must say I don't
12 understand what it is.
13

COMMISSIONER

AHE~RNE:

It is a modest change and

14 you waive it all.the time.
15

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

On the other hand, you

16 waive it all the time, too.
17

(Laughter.)

18

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE;

Why don't we make the rule like

19 the waivers and then we can occasionally make an exception
20 and go.the other way.
21

MB. STAHLE;

Let's move on now to the TMI items

22 that I have highlighted.
23

(Slide.)

24

MR. STAHLE:

Three of them are selected here for

25 discussion, one dealing with organization and management,

,.
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1 principally to point out to you that we_have summarized the
2 SALP report here that was performed by Region 2.

First,

3 there are deficiencies noted here on an overall basis of
4 TVA, and·we state:

The site discipline.lacks, as

5 exemplified by the attitude toward procedures.
However, there are also identified some good

6

·7 points by TVA, their responsiveness to NRC regulations, and
8 they:have initiated a nuclear.safety review staff that we
9 believe_ will .. overcome some of. the deficiencies.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: ,But nevertheless,.the sum

10

11 was that TVA was below average in the region; is· that not
12 correct?
MR~

13

EISENHUT:

Let's see.

14.here from I&E, who was on the panel.

We

hav~

Dick Wessman

Remember.that the

15 regional reports come into headquarters and they evaluate
16
17

them~

Dick Wessman is here from the headquarters gro9p.

MR. WESSMAN:

18 SALP staff.

r•m Dick Wessman from I&E on the

The finding of below average was characterized

19 as slightly below average, and this is based on events now
20 that are of course over a year old, and at that time the·
21 finding primarily was based upon the fact that TVA, as a
22 large organization, did not appear to be able to use its
23 resources as effectively as the regional evaluation board
24 felt they could.
25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well, you say it was made
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1 on the basis, over a year old.

There have been more recent

2 problems.that seem to track very closely, at least as Carl
3 just described,_difficulty with following

.training to

4 follow up procedures.
5

MR. WESSMAN&

Yes.

I

would defer to the regional

6 personnel on that and ask Don Quick to comment on the

T activities since that SALP evaluation.
8

MR~

QUICK&

I would like to point out, what you
.I

9 say is correct, however I think to put it in proper
10 perspective I would like to· point out that the operator
11 error rate during the SALP evaluation period, which ended
12 last August, was 29:percent, which was, as we indicated,
13 twice the national.average for similar type plants.
14

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You define -- what is your

15 definition of operator error rate?
16

MR. QUICK:

We did not make the distinction of

17 trying to reclassify any of those reports that we received.
18 We took the Licensee's evaluation of operator -19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

It's just operator error as

20

21

MR. QUICK:

As identified by the COST code.

But

22 since that time, through March of '81, the operator error
23 rate was reduced significantly to

~pproximately

11 percent,

24 which is less than the national average calculated for that
25 SALP period, which I believe was running about 15 percent at
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1 the.time.
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
2.1
22
23
24
25

.
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I guess you are saying you

2 have seen indications of improvement; is that correct?
3

MR. QUICK:

What I am saying is we have seen

4 indications of improvement on the part of the Sequoyah
5 management prior to the containment spray event of February,
6 which I am sure you are referring to.
7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi

8

KR. QUICK:

Yes.

We have also seen improvements since

9 that:time as well.
10

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

In other words, with the

11 exception of the cases where there are problems, there is
12 improvement?
13

MR. QUICKi

I think that again, to put it in

14 perspective, all plants go through a period similar to this
15 during startup.

It is a learning-curve process, and these

16 things do happen.
17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

But the SALP is of TVA, not

18 just Sequoyah; isn't that right?
19

MR. QUICK;

That's right.

20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

The point I was trying to

21 make, I.was surprised to see that.

I.think that certainly I

22 had always viewed TVA as an example that we could point to
23 as to how a conscientious and
24 be able to run things well.

resource~heavy

And I

wa~,

utility might

I guess, quite

25 disappointed that apparently has not been working that well.
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MR. QUICK;

1

I can comment a little bit on that.

I

2 think that most of the problems within the TVA organization
3 that led up to that conclusion of "slightly below average"
4 were the types of interface problems that you might expect
5 to see in a large organization such as TVA or the Federal
6 Government, either one.
I think that within NRC we have had evidence here

7

8 this.morning. of an interface problem where information.was
9 not provided in a timely enough fashion to allow us.to make
10 a decision today.

The same sort of thing occurs within TVA.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

11

I am not sure if what you

12 are saying TVA is no better or no worse than the Federal
13 Government in general.
MR. QUICK:

14

What I am saying is that we have

15 identi£ied some deficiencies in the interfaces within the
16 TVA organization.

We in Region 2 have taken a tough posture

17 to work on.this.

We.have seen definite improvement in these

18 interface

a~eas

by the implementation of new programs or

19 revised· programs.

And at this point in time, we feel fully

20 satisfied in Region 2 that TVA is fully capable of operating
21 this unit in a safe manner.
22
23 that.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I was not questioning

I was just expressing disappointment that TVA was not

24 up at the top.
25

MR. EISENHUT:

I think it is fair to say -- and,

·e
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1 Joel, you may want.to add something to this -- I think it is
2 fair to say that we have been following the same experience,
3 and each week we in fact look at which plants in the country

4 have had events or things going on that warrant us to follow
5

up.

And it.seems like Sequoyah, particularly, is in fact on

6 that-list quite. often.

We have been having management discussions between

7

8 headquarters staff, that element of the division in
9 human-factors safety, with the I&E people.

Steve Hanauer

10 and myself.have discussed this with Jim O'Reilly not too

11 long ago.

So it is something we are following closely, even

12 though, as Don said, it has not tipped scale yet.

It is

13

something we do want to follow, for.the very reasons you

14

have cited.
One point of clarification on the SALP program.

15
16

Even though the SALP evaluates TVA, i t does make a specific

17

finding for each plant down the line.

And in fact, there

18 was some variation even between Sequoyah 1 and Sequoyah 2,
19 because of the way that is done.

20

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

21 power now?

Is Sequoyah 1 at full

Has it reached full power ever?

22

MR. QUICK'

Oh, yes.

23

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

And when did they for the

24 first time?
25

MR. QUICK:

They were issued the full-power
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1 license last fall for the first time, early January.
2

MR. EISENHUT:

A considerable period of time.

3

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD•

Is that about the period

4 of time you:vould expect between a full-power license, given
5 that they had had a low-power license since, what, April of
6

I

80?

!R. EISENHUT:

7

I can only make one observation:

8 that.the two plants in that vintage that received the
9 licenses very close in.the neighborhood of time was, of
10 course, North Anna and Sequoyah.

North Anna.made it in less

11 than half the period of time to make it up.

So in recent

12 time there is a wide spread in the amount of time.

It is

13 not atypical in the long haul.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

14

That just goes to show how

15 VEPCO compares in management.to TVA, I guess.
16
17 point.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

At least it is a data

One would want a fair number more than.two cases, I

18 guess, before you can generalize too widely.
19

MR. CASE:

I.would say on the average six months.

20

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

21

MR. CASE:

22

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Six months

f~om?

Initial license to full power.
But that is without the

23 low power.
24

MR. CASEa

I don't know if it varies that much in

25 length of time, because if you just go up smoothly, it is
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maybe two months.
2

Six.months.has average difficulty.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I see.

There are plants

3 that take a. year then?
4

MR. CASE:

5

MR. STAHLE:

6 during

th~

Oh, yes.
The next item deals with the training

low-power testing •.

And·you will.see in our SER

7 that.we have determined that the simulator natural

a circulation training is satisfactory and that there is no
9 need to repeat the low-power test. program that been
10 conducted on Unit.1.
11

Now, the next.item here

12

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

13 that?

How significant a point is

In other words, obviously there is a certain amount

14 of low-power testing that takes place on any plant.

How big

15 a piece of i t are you saying can be dropped for Unit 2 as
16 compared to Unit 1?
17

MR. STAHLE:

I am not sure.

The low-power test

18 program in itself, as I recall, took five or six days to do
19 in actual.hands-on testing of the crew.

Is that the

20 question?
21

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

That is the piece that you

22 are saying.will not be repeated in Unit 2?
23

MR. STAHLE:

That is correct.

All of which is

24 done, I think, through a simulator-type training.

The

25 simulator now provides the means for the natural circulation
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1 experience, but they-would get that through the simulator
2 rather than the actual_ hands-on training.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

3

I see.

And the importance

4 of that is as training for the operator; it is not really a
5 test of the plant itself?
MR~

6

STAHLE:

Yes.

Later on, I think,_ some of

T Commissioner Gilinsky's:questions, we.do indicate that the

a

experience on Unit.1r including low-power test programs,

9 some of those operators are to be operators for Unit 2.

So

10 we have that added in vintage here.
11

The·next item is the analysis of hydrogen control,

12 a great deal,of relevant items have been discussed here.
13 And let me just touch on what r feel are a few observations
14 on my part,.the first of which, the results of our reviews
15 for certainly Unit 1 are best described now in our
16 Supplement Humber-4.
17

The reviews of a comparable system at McGuire

18 indicates that the interim distributor ignition system is
19 acceptable to.control the degraded core accident, since Unit
20 1 and 2 are like the analysis that had -been performed is
21 directly applicable for Unit 2.
22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You put in an identical

23 system?
24

MR. STAHLE:

The systems are identical.

I think

25 there are at this point -in time more ignitors in Unit 2.than
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1 Unit. 1.

In short order, the additional units will be put

2 into one.

For al1 practical purposes, they are the same.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi

3

The same kind of .controls

4 and the same procedures?
5

MR. STAHLEi

6

COMMISSINER GILINSKY;

7 that?

Yes, sir.
Can I ask a question about

To.turn-on the ionitors, you have to go som~ distance

a out, outside the control room, and you have to get through
9 some, locked doors.
10 question that I

I wonder if you have the answer to the

asked

11

MR. STAHLE;

12

COMMISSINER GILINSKY;

13

I think we have an answer.
-- a couple of days ago.

What.happens if you put.you put your card in backwards and

14 set off, I.vas:vondering?

This applies not only to

15 igniters, but it applies to a number of other safety
16 problems that you have to deal with quickly.

17 if -- I
18

What happens

remember in walking through there !:was admonished

not.to put the card in upside down because otherwise you set

19 off an alarm.and you would have to wait until the guards

20 come and so on.
21

What happens if you are heading for the igniter

22 switch or whatever else you want to do in some important
23 area, and you put your card in upside down?
24

CHAIR!AN HENDRIE;

I presume the protection

25 against sahotage prevents you to getting to the protection
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1· against other things.
KR. CASE1

2

No, not here.

You just bust your way

3.through.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE1

4

Why is not the igniter

5 control
MB. EISENHUT1

6

Let me see if I can do this.

For

7 this.casa.specifically, first, there are doors that•normally
8 have locks that you.have to go through and have to do the
9 right thing to qet through.
10 crash bars, I.think, on one.
11 is either a.knob

-0~

But in this case they do have
And I understand the other one

some control you go.through, a latch.

12 So.if you really do.have to get into.to go down and turn on
13 the IDIS, you can just go through.
The alarms will go off, but if an operator feels

14

15 that. he needs to get to that location, what. he does is he
16 trips the alarm and he goes in.
In fact, we asked yesterday or the day before, the

17

18 question of how far is it physically, how long would it.take
19 under these.situations.

And as I recall, yesterday,

20 security guard and an-operator had the operator go from the
21 control.: room to the panel and it took· less than a minute or
)

22 about a minute.

They would simply go through, hit the crash

23 bars; open the latch, and go through the doors.
24

Now, I think that is indicative -- oh, ·and to

25 answer the question about why is i t

there~

In the long
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1

term, for the fina1 fix, it is my understanding that there

2 are·plans to move those controls to the control room.
3 are there now for the present time for convenience.

They
There

4 is a plan to:move.them.in the long term.
Nov, answering.the question more generically, of

5

6 course, because you_have to address is it upside down, do
7 you set off the alarm, what if the power fails, a whole

a series of questions.
·coMKISSIONER AHEARNE:

9

What if the security

10 computer fails?

KR. EISENHUT:

11

There is a review guideline that

12

has been used in all the security reviews.

1a

used~

It was developed in about January of 1978.

14 simply, it says that ingress or
15 loa~tions

16 system.

egr~ss

And,

to safety-related

or features cannot be restricted by the security
And as one of the review guidelines, we go through

17 all the security program.
18

It has been

That is a requirement.

It turns out it is review guideline 14.

19 it says things like&

Simply,

if those systems are on safety-grade

20 power, if the backup power is emergency power, if the_ power
21 fails, they fail.to open, et cetera.

22 series of things such as:

It goes down through a

It is designed, and it is

23 considered in the security review to ensure that
24 ingress/egress to the vital areas is not a problem.
25

We do not real1y look at it in the safety review.
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1 We do not go back and look at a systematic review of all the
2 places you have to go to and the ways you have to go
3 around.

We do do, on the procedures review, we do one

4 procedural walkthrough of what all you have to go through in
'

5 the control room,_where do you have.to go through the plant.
But it is meant to be covered by the: generic

6

7 consideration in the security-reviews.

And I urtderstand

8 that is being-followed on. all reviews up to.today.

COMMISSINER GILINSKY: - That is one argument for

9

10.limiting the number of these secure-areas.
11

MR. EISENHUT:

12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:- The program to put the

13

That is correct.

controls in the control room, Ed,.you said a year?

MR. STAHLE:

14

I am not sure of the exact date.

I

15 think it is probably -- well,.we have not identified it.
16 Certainly,_ it will be part of the permanent fix, which, of
17 course, is scheduled for January of '82.
Again, there is no problem where they are tied in

18

19 to the present emergency lighting system.

The board is

20 there outside of the.two locked doors, and it was done for
~

practical

reasons~

Again, the need to.turn on the igniters,

22 as you well.know, there is ample time.to do so.
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

That was not the question.

24 It was more.just curiosity as to why, if i t is an essential
25 element --
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MR. STAHLE:

It definitely will be in the

2 permanent fix here in the control room.
COMMISSIONER ,AH EAR NE;

3
~.

Ed, is now the time to get

an answer to my question?

5

MR. CASE&

6

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

7

!R. VOLLMER&

a.not have an answer.
9 received.

I think it is.
I will repeat the question.

I. remember the.· question, but I do

As far as I

know~

it has not been

But it could have been submitted in May and I

10.just have not seen it.
11

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

12

MR. VOLLMER:

13

There is another item I notice in your Number 5

14 you mentioned.

Could you find out for me?

Yes, sir.

And this is now continuing with the

15 survivability of equipment during and after the hydrogen
16 burn.

You say that, "TVA's list of essential equipment to

17 assure safe shutdown includes all items on the staff's list
18 except the reactor coolant system pressure indicator.

Based

19 upon discussions with TVA, we understand that the pressure
20:indicators vill survive the effects of hydrogen ignition."
21

And I was not sure whether that was a poorly

22 worded statement or whether it really meant that you have
23 not reached a conclusion yourself but.you understand that
24 TVA believes.

This is on page

22~19,

25 the second-to-the-last paragraph.

the last sentence of

It could be read as
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1 saying that TVA says that the indicators will survive and
2.you understand that TVA says that.

9·

And I wondered did it

3 mean.more than that?

MB. VOLLHEB:

4

5 I have to check it out.

It is not very clear, I agree.
I

cannot answer right now.

COl!HISSIOHER AHEARNE:

6

And

To go on, then, with a few

7 observations· of the section on hydrogen control, the other

8 point I.would like to make is that there is this intensive
9 R&D·investigation that.continues both by the industry people
10 and ourselves to, meet our decision date of January 1982,
11 which is to assure that we have an adequate hydrogen control
12· system.
Of course, in pursuit· of this goal, we.had the

13

14 benefits of consultants in the McGuire hearings, which ended
15

up

in some revision to our current R&D program that

16 agreed to do.

TVA has

One, of course, is to look at the potential

17 for, if you·will, inadvertent steam or fall inerting; and
18 secondly, the postulated continuous burning in the· ice
19 condenser region.

These two items, or elements, if you

20 will, have been added to the program and are underway.
21

The last item here, of course, in the McGuire

22 hearings, in the discussions it was pointed out that
23 tripping the air-handling unit fans would eliminate the
24 circulation of potentially.hot combustion products from a
25 continuous burn in the_ upper plenum to.the area of the
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1

insu1ating panels, it appeared that by tripping these fans,

2 you would greatly reduce.the possibility or potential for
3 pyrolysis or the insulating foam.
This appears to be prudent measures, and TVA has

4

5 agreed that.this is so.
6 the procedure that the

So this would be incorporated into
air~handling

7 tripped at.the same time.

a both Units

unit fans.would be

This.would be, of course, for

1 and 2.

That observation I. have made.

9

There is a great

10 deal of discussion on various aspects of the combustion
11

phenomenon, or SER.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

12
13

could.

14 30th.
15

One other question, if I

There had been an earlier meeting, I guess, April
This NRC staff and Roger Straloh, who had been a

consultant, had held a meeting.

And at least in the report

16 from OPA's view that TVA had committed to provide the staff
17 with a written response to Straloh's evaluation of the
18

19

earlier report.
And I wondered, A, whether TVA was going to

20 provide that response; and, B, if they did, have they?
21

MR. STAHLEi

Mr. Rubenstein will respond to that.

22

MR. RUBENSTEIN:

The staff met with TVA and EP to

23 discuss Mr. Straloh's report on May 6th and had a good
24 understanding of what Dr. Straloh wanted in the program.
25 And subsequently, on May 28th, TVA responded to the OPE
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1

comments and the staff comments and expanded the description

2 of the test configurations and the procedures and the other

e·

3 items.
4

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5

MR. RUBENSTEIN1

6

MB •. STAHLEi

7 Commissioner

Could we get a copy of that?

Certainly,

sir~

The next item for discussion are

Gilinsky~s:questions.

Next slide.

8

(Slide.)

9

These: questions were asked, and the staff has

10 reviewed all of them, the first of which is to discuss
11

somewhat the abbreviated comments, I believe, do cover

12 operator experience, a condition, I
13

think, that the visit to

the site and discussing this matter with TVA;

14 there are no further.questions,

I think if

I can move off.this item.

Re think their operator experience is adequate to

15

16 run Unit 2.

And the second item on the LER on spray event, we

17
18

have discussed that.briefly, pointing out again TVA needs to

1g

improve the quality of their report.

TVA.is working with

20 Region 2 to·upgrade their reports, as a general criticism
21 that I

22

think they have recognized and accepted.
MB. CASE:

I think it is fair to say that this is

23 an industry problem.
24

COMMISSINEB

GILINSKY~

Yes.

And I did not mean

25 the question -- I did not present it as a question, I simply
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1 noted in.my conversations with TVA -- and the issue is not
2 whether the LER.meets the requirements.

But I think

3 everyone throughout.the.industry needs to improve their
4 submittals so that others who have access to them can make
5 better use of them.

Everyone ought to try to explain as

6 carefully as possible what the problem was so that others
7.can gain from their experience.
8

MR.

9

KR. STAHLE:

I think we agree with.that.

EISENHUT~

10.tornado protection.

The third item on the viewgraph is
We have stated what we feel, in our SER

11 opinion, is a low probability of the events, being damaged
12 by tornado missiles; and that secondly, such missiles as
13 they may be would be, if you will, would make both other
14 transformers in the two rooms inoperative.
15

At.the same time I.think we also recognize in.the

16 report the need for further illumination, further study.
17 And.we are working: with TV on this matter to provide a
18 greater degree of-information confidence in the question on
19 tornado protection here.
20

COMMISSINEB GILINSKY:

What in fact is going to

21.happen, is there some analysis underway to.get a reasonable
22 grip on the . problem?
23

MR. STAHLE;

Yes, sir.

TVA is doing that, and we

24 are working with. TVA on this.
25

MR. CASEi

We could not close the issue in the
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1 time we had.
2

MR. STAHLE:

I think Dr. Mattson may want to say a

3 word on.this matter.
MR. MATTSON:

4

The point we are at now is requiring

5 grates for these openings, unless in the interim.that we
6 have justified operation they can make a better story and

T

con~ince

us.not·to require grates.

But at this point we

8 think there ought to be grates.
9

COM!ISSIHER GILINSKY:

And on the first point, is

10 that a formal agreement, at least in 'the initial period,
11 that there.will be one.9perator who.has.had experience on
12 the other unit or otherwise have had experience?
13

MR~

STAHLE:

TVA has committed to do so.

!_have

14 it, not in a formal,letter but I do.have i t in TVA
15 information, that we can do this.
16

COMMISSINER GILINSKY:

Well, as long as you

17 understand that.
18

MR. STAHLE:

I think it is clear to all that tijis

19 is a commitment on the part of TVA.
20

The fiext item:we identified in the agenda is a

21 report here from Inspection and Enforcement.

I think Don

22 Quick.has a few words in this area.
23

CSlide.)

24

25
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MR. QUICK:

1

The overview of operational readiness

2 from the I&E perspective is as fo11ows.

Basically we have

3 completed our construction.inspection program, we have some
4 outstanding' items that have been identified either by us or
5 by the Licensee in the construction area which are attached
6 to the license and the various attachments appropriately
7 either prior to fuel load criticality or full power.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

8

9 do.it.

That's a nice, crisp summary.
KR. OUICKa

10
11

That's a very good way to

The preoperational testing inspection

program is approximately 90 percent.complete at this time,

12 vi th. the vast majority of the remaining inspection items
13

falling· into the category of. review and evaluation of test

14 results.

In the majority of these cases the test results

15 have been· preliminarily reviewed by TVA but the final
16 evaluation has not been accomplished, and we will review
17 these again prior to.the appropriate conditional time in the
18.

license.
The license does specify that all preoperational

19

20 testing will be completed to the satisfaction of IE, and
21

22

this~vould

include these outstanding items.
As far as operational readiness itself is

23 concerned, I&E feels that the facility has.been
24 substantially constructed-and tested in accordance with NRC
25 requirements and the design criteria as evidenced by the
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results of our inspection program.
2

We also feel that the plant personnel have been

3 adequately.trained, and again, are adequately qualified to
4 operate and maintain both Sequoyah units with a reasonable
5 assurance that public health and safety will not be
6 compromised·
7

a

We have also found as a result of the management
conferences and inspections that we have. held that TVA

9 management in general is.capable of providing the effective
10 leadership necessary to operate all of the units that they
11 currently .have in a safe manner in order to protect the
12 public health and safety.
13

In view of these findings which are all as a

14 direct result of the inspection program that has been
15 carried out to date, I&E finds that the operational
16 readiness of Sequoyah is acceptable, that the management is
17 acceptable, and we would recommend full power licensing.
18

COMMISSIONER GILIMSKY;

I wonder if I could ask

19 you to take a couple of these items that remain unresolved
20 and just give me a sense for what it is that remains to be
21 done.
22

In front of me is No. 25, an I&E Bulletin on the

23 feedwater systems, or any other one, for that matter.

What

24 is the sort of thing you are talking about?
25

MR. QUICK:

This: was basically the I&E bulletin
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1 that vent out-on the generic issue of feedwater piping
2 cracks and the acceptance or evaluation for acceptance of
3 the Licensee response, of course, in this area has been an
4 ongoing thing.
CO!MISSIONER GILINSKY:

5

What is i t that needs to

6 be resolved?
7

HR·. QUICK&

Whether the

8

COMHISSIONER.GILINSKY:

Is there some inspection

9 that needs to be conducted?

MR. QUICK:

10

11 been done.
12 of
13

Hot at this_ point.

The inspection has

The response has been received.

ev~luating

It: is a matter

the response and accepting it or rejecting it

or asking for additional information.

And that.has been an

14 ongoing process in.this particular case.
15

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Is that the sort.of thing

16 we are talking about iti many of these which refer: to
17 bulletins, reviewing the response which has been received?
18

MR. QUICK:

On the part of the bulletins, that is

19 correct.
20

The next item, 26, Bulletin 79-27, is another case

21 of the same sort of thing where this had been an ongoing
22 process on the.non-vital, if you will, instrumentation in
23 the facilities.

It is a matter of deciding, I guess, what

24 instrumentation is really necessary in each speci£ic case,
25 and either accepting, revising or rejecting the response tha
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1

2

is_ given.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY1

And these are handled by

3 whom, the resident inspector?
4

MR.-QUICK:

Normally they are handled either by

5 the resident inspector or by a regional specialist who has
6 been assigned to that specific bulletin.
7

COK!ISSIONER AHEARNE:

Do they make some formal

8 report £or each one of those?
9

MR. QUICK:

In order-to close out any item that is

10 on this list, they would have to include it in their formal
11

12

•

13

inspection report, yes.
COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

Now, is this something that

I&E.tracks for HRR, or NRR tracks?

How.would this appendix

14 essentially be closed?
15

MR. QUICK;

This appendix will be closed by-I&E.

16 These are basically:I&E-items that we have listed here.
17
18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

So at that point I&E will

formally transmit a notice to NRR saying that with respect

19 to Sequoyah-2 these items have been closed?

20

MR. QUICK:

That's correct.

Not all of these

21 items.have the comprehensive type problems that that

22 particular one did, but many of them are much, much simpler
23 to solve and won't take very much effort at all to remove
24 them from the list.
25 the part of NRR.

Others, evaluation.is still going on on

In the case of some of these bulletins and
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1

so forth, and·until we as a staff agree what is necessary to

2 be done, some of them will not be able to be closed out
3 totally.

However, ve will be able to accept what the

4 Licensee is proposing as.an interim.
5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE1

All of these.have to be

6 addressed in one way or another according to.the list prior
7 to full power.
8

!R. QUICK:

9

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

10
11

That's correct.
How long does the longest

prior to fuel loading item seem likely to.take?
!R. QUICK:

The latest estimate that I have seen

12 on fuel load is somewhere between June
13

16 and June 20, and

in my conversations with TVA yesterday, they did not see a

14 proble~ in ha~ing any of the items that. are conditioned
15

16

prior to fuel load closed out before that time.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

How long is the normal

17 periods between fuel loading and initial criticality?
18

MR. QUICKi

Well, probably on the order of two to

19 three weeks, but that again can vary depending on what other

20 final construction or testing or whatever has.to be
21 accomplished within that period.

22

MR. CASE:

But they can't load fuel.without some

23 sort of a license.
24

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Is the size of this list

25 typical for· this stage in reactors' approach to criticality?
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KR. QUICK:

1

Probably not in that there is usually

2 a little longer period of time between the end of hot
3 functional.testing, if you.will, and fuel load.
4 particular case I think this list is a little
5 than.you· would normally see.

~it

In this
longer

However, that in itself

6 doesn't mean necessarily that they can't meet the schedule

7-or that we don't have reasonable insurance at this point

a

that.these items can all be cleared up.

9

We.have done a preliminary review on the reports

10 that have been submitted, and in some cases done actual
11:inspection in the field on the hardware itself for every one
12 of these items= that are listed.

So we have reasonable

13 assurance at this time,. based on what we have seen to date,
14 that we will not.have difficulty.getting any of these items
15 closed out.
16

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

17 recommendation, I
18

Before we get to· your

wonder if I could ask for one more item.

Item M on page 9 refers· to instrument' for core

19 cooling, and Item 2 underneath that.says "TVA shall .. submit a
20 proposal for upgrading the incore thermocouple system in
21 June 1981.
tell me what that is?

22

Can~ou

23

MR. STAHLE:

That's page 9.

When the NUREG document 0737 came

24 out, it has an additional item to it that we have not
25 previously addressed.

This is related to qualification
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1 aspects of the thermocouple, so in reviewing this.we
2 understood that there was a need for more information, and
3 TVA is providing this information.
4

Does this answer your question?

5

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

6 they will survive the functions?
7

!R. EISENHUT:

8 period of time.

This is to make sure that
Is that the idea?

Yes, and you get a.Printout in a

This is a piece of 2F2 which is.the whole

9 package of being able to.get the inadequate core cooling
10 instrumentation, having it all available.

This is the same

11. item.we have discussed on several occasions.
12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Since we have already ,

13 turned to page 9, let me ask you a question on that.

I have

14 two_ questions on.your bottom item, Item R.
15

First, on No. 4, it says "It shall.maintain three

16 centers until such time as the final facilities are
17 complete."
18

MR. EISENHUT:

I think we can fix that.

19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Could you explain what you

20 meant?
21

MR. EISENHUT:

I don't think any of the Emergency

22 Preparedness people are here, but it is obviously an English
23 problem.
24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi

25

MR. STAHLE:

Someone is rising.

Dick Van Niel will comment.
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MR. VAN NIEL:

I believe:what this means is that

2 right now we have interim facilities that are acceptable to
3 the staff, and they were maintained as interim facilities.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

4

5 lika

They will stick in a word

"interim?~

6

MR. VAN NIEL:

7

CO!HISSIONER AHEARNE:

Yes, sir.
While.you-are standing

8 there,. let me ask you there, back to No. 3, you say "TVA
9 shall complete the upgraded emergency support facilities by
10 October 1,. 1982."

In SER No. 5.you say "Implementation of the

11

12 recommendations for t.he upgraded emergency support

13 facilities cannot be complete by October 1, 1982."
MR~

14
15

STAHLE1

the date cannot be

m~t

The difference is that TVA believes
at.t~is

point.

We are indicating

16 that is a target date that we should make as reasonably as
17 possible.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

18

19

So there is a difference of opinion here.
Well, i t is substantial

because your SER says that the estimated operational date is

20 July 1984.
STAHLE~

21

MR.

22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

23 judgment?

That is TVA's judgment here.
What is our staff's

We are putting in here as a requirement something

24 that they will do.it by October 1982.
25

MR. VAN NIEL:

We will be reviewing that, the
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1 whole program of emergency response facilities against the
2 NUREG-0696, and if this date of October '82 is not met, then
3 we.will. have to see what kind of actions -4

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I am just raising what to

5 me seems to be a loqical inconsistency.

Your SER says it

6 cannot be complete.
7

MR. EISENHUT:

There is clearly an inconsistency.

8 I agree with that part.
9 part.

But let me give you the second

We found on.a.couple,of the-other licenses that even

10 where we do have commitments to date, that in fact now we
11 are finding on some of the recent licenses where the
12 utilities are coming back and asking for relief on some of
13 the dates.
14

So as a result of this, yesterday or the day

15 before we vent-back and asked TVA, with these dates on the
16 737 items,.tell us the ones:you need relief on.with any of
17 these dates.

I want to. know i.t ·now.

I don't want to_ know

18 it_ three months from now.
19

And it is my understanding that they chose not.to

20 identify any over.these dates.

So it is something we are

21 going to have to check into on this item.
22

I am just saying we are.trying to address that

23 very - problem.
24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

25 recognize that when the

All right, but please

staff~takes

a positin that something
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cannot be done, there is somewhat of an inconsistency to
2 then put in there a requirement.that it shal1 be done.
3

MR. EISENHUT:

Absolutely.

In fact, I wasn't

4 aware of it·until.you.mentioned it.
5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

The final item in that

6 area,.the famous letter that you have says that something,
7 the approval of the.site continues to be approved on the

8 condition that by July 1, '81 the alerting and notification
9 system meets the FEMA NRC criteria.
10

Can you tell me the status of that?

11

MR. VAN NIEL:

As far.as I know, TVA said they

12 will meet that notification system by July 1, it will be
13

14
15

installed and operable.
COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

Well, my interpretation of

the letter says it must not only be installed, but FEMA must

16 have finished review of it.
17
18

!R. VAN NIEL:

I am not clear right now about what

FEMA's program is for verification of this prime

19 notification system.
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

21

MR. VAH NIEL:

What kind of a system is it?

As far as I know; it is a siren

22 system and radios.
23

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

What sort of radios?

24 notification on -25

MR. VAN NIEL:

I

think we are probably talking

·e
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1 about the emergency broadcast system.
2

COMMISSIONER GILIHSKY:

I thought the alarm_system

3 is to get people to turn on their radio.
MR. VAH NIEL:

4

There is an emergency broadcast

5 system, and that is on_the radio frequencies, too, for
6 providing warning,

prov~ding

notification_to the residents.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

T

Since ve are going to·be

8 not voting· on this today, could you let me.know.what kind of
9 system i t is?
10

MR. VAN NIEL:

Yes, sir.

11

CO!MISSIONEB GILINSKY:

12 would not vote-on full power.
13

Actually, Joe said we

I wonder if we couldn't agree

on low power-authorization and -take up full power at the

14 next meeting.
15

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I guess I don't see any

16 particular barrier to it if they are not going.to load
17 fuel.

We could even do fuel separately, but I don't see any

1a barrier to that.
19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I was responding to the

20 request, but it is up to you.
21

CHAIRMAN-HENDRIE:

I am willing_to authorize it at

22 low power if the rest of you are.
23 authorize full power.

In fact, I am willing to

I am willing to authorize full power

24 if only two of the rest of you.
25

However, let me tell you what I project for the
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1 schedule.

Tuesday afternoon, June 9, to take up

i t is

2 not a great deal of time, but it is several days to go
3 through the tech specs and the license conditions.
4 a great -- next Tuesday.can then be power plant day.

We have
We

5 will have McGuire in the morning.
Now,· if it worthwhile in terms of getting things

6

7 moving down there and

a

everyth~ng

else is ready and you can

use· the time over the· weekend, I am perfectly willing to

9 entertain i t .
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

10

How long: will it take to

11 write the lover power license?
12

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

13

MR •. · EISENHUT;

Oh, until Tuesday.

I hope in theory i t is the same as

14 the full power except for. these obvious errors fixed up.
There is one place up front, I think it is Item. 1,

15
16 where

~t

says maximum power level.

Usually i t is pretty

17 amenable to changing the power level.

So I hope it can be

18 done, but I would.have to defer.to -- I think it can be done.
19

So I

20

CHAIR!AN HENDRIE:

think.~t

is very.minor.
Then the: question is if you can

21 do it practically\instantaneously
22

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

23

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Is i t worth anything?

Is it worth·the difference

24 between Thursday morning and Tuesday afternoon at what .I
25 suspect, if it isn't the case, you aren't ready to stick
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1 fuel in' it-this afternoon anyway, are you?
So we will crank this thing out Tuesday, and it

2

3 isn't going to cut -- you know, it isn't going to -COMMISSIONER BRADFORDi

4

In fact, even if it were a

5.lov_pover authorization it would still be subject to the
6 items here that have to be done before fuel load •
.. f

7

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

8

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

9. of.it out of the
10

Sure.
But it would get that part

way~

CHAIRMAN_ HENDRIE:

Let's recognize this folk out

11 of the audience.
12.

MR. MILLS'

Larry Mills of TVA.

13

Dr. Hendrie, we certainly appreciate your

14 consideration of 5 percent.

Actually, we do not believe i t

15 will help us at all to-have a 5 percent license between now
16 and next
17

~uesday.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

18 to sit down on Tuesday.

We would do- just as well, then,

At the moment I don't see any

19 barrier to being able to move ahead, then.

There will be

20- some questions and discussion about tech specs, but disabuse
21-me if I am speculating too optimistically.

But

~t

seems to

22-me that's the way.it will be.
23

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

The only thing I wouldn't

24 want to disabuse you of is the notion

th~t

I didn't have a

25 couple more questions.
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1

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

No, no, that's fine.

And I

2 don't.know whether.you want to take.them now or wait until
3

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I think they are pretty

4 quick.
5

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Why don't we do them now.

6

COMMISSIONER BRAUFORD:

In fact, one of them is on

7 page 9, as long as.we are.there •.
8

CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE: ·But at any rate, as a result of

9 that last discussion, I.think it just isn't.worthwhile
10 churning an intermediate license, set of license paper which
11 in fact· would-not.make a substantive difference in getting
12 at Unit 2 operation.

So let us set that aside and we will

13 come back to that.
14

Peter, please go ahead with your question.

15

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

On page 9 you have several

16 items there where you say that TVA is participating in the
17 Westinghouse owners's

group~

and the only thing that

18 troubles me about them is that.there doesn't seem to be any
19 deadline or any clear. closure in there.
20

I~

there some understanding that the Westinghouse

21 owner's group effort as a whole will come to a.conclusion by
22 a particular time?
23

MR. QUICK:

They will have.to come back and clear

24 that· up.
25

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

And with regard to
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1 Commissioner

Gilinsk~'s

question about the thermocouple, I

2 have lost track of thermocoupies.

Do you acquire

3 thermocouples now in PWRs?
4

MR.·EISENHUT:

Yes, we do.

5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

I would like to point out

6 that I was delighted to see No. 1.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

7

Even more delighted to see

8 the instrumentation itself.

The only other thing that I don't remember from

9

10 the

Sequoya~1

review is whether the Sequoya plants were ones

11 in which we.had had.originally any significant human
1~

factors, control room design factors, and if so, are they

13.still outstanding for Unit 2?
14

KR •. KRAMER:

15 that need be resolved.
16

Joel.Kramer.

No control problems

There were changes made.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

There are no outstanding

17 issues there?
18

MR. KRAM EB:

19

MR. EISENHUT:

No.
I think I.can answer two of the

20 other questions that were answered earlier.

When the TVA

21 informed us that.the.igniter controls would be moved to the
22 control room, their current plan is for January 31, 1982 to
23 do that.
24

The other piece was you asked about the report

25 that was supposed to be provided in May concerning equipment
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1 .qualification.

That report,.the TVA has informed us, was

2 mailed on June 1.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Obviously your information

4 comes from TVA, not from.the staff that receives it.
5

KR. EISEBHUT:

Recent communications with· the

6

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE;

I hope it has better luck than

7 some of the things I.have mailed recently.

However, they

a.can always bring it.with them when· they come back on
9 Tuesday, if necessary.
10

I see no.more questions this morning.

We will

11 expect.to see at least a number of you again next Tuesday
12 afternoon-on the same subject.
13

Thank you· very much.

14

(Whereupon, at 12:0S·p.m. the.meeting.was

15 adjourned.)
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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